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Figure 1: Four cinematic styles are adaptable to data video endings. The form and content of 111 film endings (left: Dataset
of Cinematic Endings) and 105 data video endings are analyzed to identify four styles of data videos endings (right: four
cinematic ending definitions) using the framework of punctuationmarks, namely, full stop, exclamation point, questionmark,
and ellipsis. Each cinematic ending is shown through a film ending example and a data video ending example (middle).
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ABSTRACT
Data videos are becoming increasingly popular in society and
academia. Yet little is known about how to create endings that
strengthen a lasting impression and persuasion. To fulfill the gap,
this work aims to develop guidelines for data video endings by
drawing inspiration from cinematic arts. To contextualize cine-
matic endings in data videos, 111 film endings and 105 data video
endings are first analyzed to identify four common styles using the
framework of ending punctuation marks. We conducted expert in-
terviews (N=11) and formulated 20 guidelines for creating cinematic
endings in data videos. To validate our guidelines, we conducted
a user study where 24 participants were invited to design endings
with and without our guidelines, which are evaluated by experts
and the general public. The participants praise the clarity and us-
ability of the guidelines, and results show that the endings with
guidelines are perceived to be more understandable, impressive,
and reflective.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in visu-
alization.
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Visualization; Storytelling; Interview; Lab Study; Data Video; Guide-
line
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1 INTRODUCTION
Data videos, defined as custom motion graphics combining visual
and auditory stimuli to promote a data story [3, 57], are becoming
increasingly popular in society and academia. They are widely
shared and viewed on social platforms to communicate data insights
and knowledge. For example, the data videos by Neil Halloran [93,
94] have been watched more than 10M times on YouTube. Leading
media outlets such as The New York Times, The Guardian, and Vox
also increasingly craft data videos to broadcast information to broad
audiences (e.g., [30, 66, 68]).

The increasing prominence of data videos has sparked research
interest in investigating how to design compelling, effective data
videos. Much research has focused on analyzing data videos in the
wild to distill the design space of visual effects such as animation
types [4] and animated transition designs [58, 64]. In addition to vi-
sual effects, another line of research studies the narrative structures
of data videos, such as Cohn’s visual narrative structure [19] (i.e., Es-
tablisher, Initial, Peak, and Release) [3] and Freytag’s pyramid struc-
ture [25] (i.e., Setting, Rising-Climax, and Resolution) [72]. Never-
theless, how to create effective endings of data videos, vital for
understanding, impression, and reflection of a theme at the end of a
story, remains unclear. Often, the author of a data video would ap-
pear at the end to address the concluding statement verbally. Besides

emphasizing key data patterns, the author could also make a com-
mentary or express personal views behind the facts as a researcher,
forward thinker, policy advocate, or all of the above [32]. However,
data visualization, including data videos, is not neutral. Previous
work pointed out that designers have affective goals. For exam-
ple, designers try to call to action at the end of data videos [47].
Most aesthetic narratives engage emotions, especially for narrative
endings [14]. Gerson and Page [28] noted that, "The ancient art of
storytelling and its adaptation in film and video can now be used to ef-
ficiently convey information in our increasingly computerized world."
Therefore, for more lasting impressions and stronger persuasion,
thoughts and feelings should be conveyed powerfully with literal,
visual, or even cinematic expressions [73]. Studying ending is chal-
lenging as it is always related to the beginning and middle parts of a
coherent story in content and context. As the author and literature
professor James Plath [35] says, “The best endings resonate because
they echo a word, phrase, or image from earlier in the story, and the
reader is prompted to think back to that reference and speculate on a
deeper meaning.” Form and content are inseparable in an ending, in
which all the narrative and visual elements come together to create
the conclusion. Thus, the ending cannot be summarized by its form
of visual presentation alone. Data storytellers need guidelines that
integrate content and form in designing data video endings.

To fill this gap, one approach is to draw inspiration from films,
the most mature audio-visual language technology with more than
100 years of history [57]. Visual expression has many common
forms, such as camera shot and movement, color, sound and music,
and editing that both filmmakers and data storytellers use. Thus,
some of the styles and techniques filmmakers do to tell their stories
could be a source of inspiration for data storytellers to visualize the
form, shape, and movement of the data graphics in relation to their
space, time, and other data attributes [74].

In this work, how to create effective endings of data videos with
cinematic styles is studied. To inform our research, this work refers
to previous work in data video structures [3, 13], and the ending
of a data video is defined as the content and form of the final scene
or moment of the story at the ending of data videos. Figure 2 is an
overview of the methodology in our work. First, the endings of 111
masterpiece films and 105 data videos are analyzed. Studying the
complexity of boundless forms of content and visual styles finds
that using four common punctuation marks to end a sentence can
visualize the different tones of an ending, which can alter the final
meaning of a sentence and help illustrate the complex and dynamic
relationships between content and form. In Figure 1, these punctu-
ation marks provide the ending its last tone of voice, which defines
the style and meaning of the ending. Then, an interview study is
conducted with 11 participants from diverse backgrounds, includ-
ing cinematographers, directors, film experts, and data visualization
researchers. The interview study results in a set of 20 guidelines.
To evaluate our guidelines, 24 participants are further recruited to
create data video endings with and without the guidelines, which
six experts and 52 general audiences then rate. The results show
that participants can efficiently and effectively follow the guidelines
to create a more understandable, impressive, and reflective ending.
The endings with guidelines are also rated as more creative and
cinematic by the experts. All of the participants praise the clarity
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Figure 2: A survey of corpus analysis, an expert interview, and an evaluation are conducted in this work. Themain objective of
this research is to identify common cinematic styles and produce a set of guidelines for data designers to create endings with
cinematic styles. In Study 1, a large corpus of films and data videos is explored to propose common ending styles adaptable to
data videos. Four common styles represented by four punctuation marks, as well as the classic ending examples of films and
data videos under each punctuationmark, which are used as materials for the next expert interviews, are classified. In Study 2,
the guidelines behind each ending style are derived from expert interviews. In Study 3, a user study and a comparative study
are conducted to validate the usability and effectiveness of the guidelines and ending styles.

and inspiration of the guidelines. In conclusion, our contributions
are as follows:
• Four types of punctuation mark endings with cinematic styles
adaptable to data videos are presented by analyzing 111 films
and 105 data videos.

• Twenty guidelines are derived by interview studies with six film
experts and five data visualization experts.

• The effectiveness and usefulness of the guidelines for creating
cinematic ending are demonstrated through a user study and a
comparative study.

2 RELATEDWORK
Our work is related to narrative visualization, data videos, and
narrative endings.

2.1 Narrative Visualization
The concept of narrative visualizations regarding the integration of
data graphics into storytelling was formally introduced by Segel and
Heer [57] in 2010. They identified seven common genres for narra-
tive visualizations, including magazine style, annotated chart, parti-
tioned poster, flow chart, comic strip, slide show, and film/video/animation.
Since then, researchers have explored additional genres such as data
comics [6, 38, 69, 76], timeline visualization [11], and data GIFs [60].
Moreover, many studies deeply explored and studied the connec-
tion between some human perception concepts and visualization,

such as visualization recognition and recall [8], embellishments in
visualization [7], and anthropographics and visualization [9, 50].
Recently, Coelho et al. [18] proposed “infomages” — that embed-
ded common data charts into thematic images that are related to
the subjects of data (e.g., embedding a pie chart into a laptop in
an image of a hacker using the laptop to represent the number of
hacking incidents by region).

In addition, researchers seek to provide suggestions and guide-
lines on effective data storytelling from an interdisciplinary per-
spective [28]. Many studies conduct experiments to surface psycho-
logical effects in data visualizations, such as the framing effect [34]
and the curse of knowledge [70]. Another line of research studies
narrative visualization from the perspective of literature [3, 46, 72].
For example, Lee et al. [46] derived the data storytelling process
from data journalism literature and pointed out that the visualiza-
tion community still lacks enough attention to the structure and
sequence of compelling story pieces, including a beginning and an
ending, which influences the reception of data stories. Beginnings
and endings are the necessary terms in a narrative structure [13].
However, existing research had more exploration about the begin-
nings of narrative visualization [3, 57, 71, 72]. For instance, Segel
and Heer [57] explored and discussed the design patterns of nar-
rative visualization, which paid more attention to the beginning
parts of the interaction of the story. Nonetheless, the connection
between beginnings and endings was noted in these works. For
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example, Yang et al. [72] identified one of the narrative patterns
for data story ending as Echoing the beginning. Xu et al. [71] de-
rived one of the opening styles as Ending First, which presented
associating the opening and the ending as a common nonlinear
narrative technique. As such, creating the data story ending can
inspire its opening. To the best of our knowledge, the endings in
the community of HCI and VIS that are important and worthy of
further research remain much underexplored. Little related work
can be found: Amini et al. [3] decomposed the narrative structure
of data videos into four categories and identified the importance
of the ending as Release because it takes more time to design, and
concluded that the Release contains New Fact, Repetition, Take Away,
and Question. Yang et al. [72] further decomposed the Release into
four narrative patterns (namely, Recap, Predicting the future, Echoing
the beginning, and Next steps). Compared with their research, this
work aims to study the common styles of data story endings that
have been underexplored. Specially, a cinematic lens is taken by
summarizing styles in film endings and analyzing how they might
be applied to data videos.

2.2 Data Videos
As a popular genre for storytelling, data videos have gained intense
research interest over the last decade. Researchers have developed a
wide range of tools to ease the creation. For example, DataClips [4]
allowed nonexperts to create and assemble data-driven clips. Gem-
ini [39] and Canis [27] provided declarative grammar to create
animations. Recently, Shin et al. [59] introduced a new genre of
data-driven storytelling, namely, data presentation, similar to data
videos, and presented an approach of automatically generating a
data fact, enabling users to improve the stories and produce an-
imated visualization. Sun et al. [63] demonstrated a method for
producing data facts and visuals using the interpolation algorithm,
which helps create data stories more efficiently through human-
machine cooperation. Although these existing tools help (semi)-
automatically create data stories, it still requires more studies to
provide diverse visual and content designs to enrich the design
templates and appropriate recommendations from authoring tools.
In addition to authoring tools, researchers have sought to distill the
design space and propose design guidelines. Much research focuses
on low-level visual effects such as animation types [4] and animated
transition designs [58, 64]. Recent work further links visual effects
with audience feedback, such as affection and attractiveness. For
example, Lan et al. [44, 45] studied how animation could evoke
different emotions in data videos. Xu et al. [71] summarized six
common styles of video openings and formulated 28 guidelines
to create an attractive opening with cinematic effects. The above
study is extended by examining the endings of data videos with
cinematic styles. Critically, the ending is content-related and thus
cannot be studied by examining its visual representation alone.
This characteristic makes this study challenging and different from
previous ones that largely focus on visual presentations but pay
slight attention to narrative content.

2.3 Narrative Endings
Many researchers have studied narrative endings in literature and
film. Early in the development of narratives, researchers have

noticed the important role that endings can play. Endings are con-
sidered a remarkable feature of narratives [1, 14, 61]. To better
understand the role of endings in the narrative, prior research has
defined and discussed endings in different fields (e.g., poem [61],
novel [2], and film [51]) for a long study history. In terms of lit-
erature, Aristotle first proposed the ending concept in narrative
and aimed to anatomize and conclude the precisely appropriate
place for endings representation [5]. Klauk et al. [41] divided nar-
rative endings into seven categories to understand the features of
the text in narrative endings, which helped explore reader reac-
tion to the narrative endings. Noel Carroll further discussed that
the ending is the result of all the pressing questions having been
answered and a key element to make the story exciting. Specif-
ically, to ensure impression of complete narrative, endings pro-
vide necessary conditions for some scenes of the stories such as
the establishing scenes of a film or introductory paragraphs for a
novel [14].

Similar to the popular discussion on the endings of literature,
film endings are a cinematic art form that attracts much attention
in the film industry and filmmaking research [29, 43]. Related re-
search starts with concluding types of endings in films such as
open and closed, happy, and sad [51, 53]. The unlimited potential
in endings fueled films across the ages. For example, films such
as Citizen Kane (1941) [79], Bicycle Thief (1948) [89], and The 400
Blows (1959) [81] are considered an artistic cornerstone in the his-
tory of the cinema for their open endings [20]. Previous work found
that film endings could create and alter the meanings of the stories
and the experiences of viewers [62]. Research in film has also been
exploring how to create better film endings. For example, King [40]
compared the effects of traditional endings and teaser endings on
viewers’ enjoyment of horror films and found that participants
prefer traditional ones. Berys et al. [26] discussed how narrative
techniques in films could affect the audience’s interpretations of
an ending. Research that systematically summarizes cinematogra-
phy or narrative techniques at the ending of films is lacking, but
those of discussions in the wild are many. Thus, we identified film
techniques by analyzing 111 films and expert interviews, and we
selected ones adaptable to data videos in this work. After compar-
ing film endings with data video endings, we found that they both
help to convey insights from two perspectives. First, closed end-
ings could help summarize and recap the essential insights. Second,
open endings prompt the audience to think about the next step of
the story or interact with the next data visualization, which could
be useful in the ending designs of interactive visualization. Thus,
this paper investigates how to adapt narrative ending techniques,
especially cinematic ending techniques, to data videos. To the best
of our knowledge, our work is the first one that systematically
explores the combination of cinematic storytelling and data video
endings.

3 STUDY 1: UNDERSTANDING CINEMATIC
ENDINGS STYLES

To contextualize cinematic endings to data videos, a survey is con-
ducted to explore a large corpus of films and data videos. We identi-
fied four types of punctuation marks with cinematic ending styles
applicable to data videos. In this section, we first describe our
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methodology for identifying cinematic endings styles, and then
elaborate on these ending styles through cinematic ending exam-
ples from films and data videos.

3.1 Methodology
An iterative coding approach is adopted to analyze films and data
videos.

Dataset. Our dataset consists of 111 films and 105 data videos.
For films, this work refers to the YouTube video Best Movie Endings
of All Time by CineFix - IGNMovies and TV [16]. CineFix is home to
informational and entertaining movie and TV show content made
by experts for the modern-day cinephile, and has about 3.8 million
subscribers. It produces a comprehensive review of over 100 film
endings for our reference and has generated more than 318k views,
9k likes, and 1.4k comments since May 1st, 2021. Some films with
cinematic endings were professional inputs from our research team
member, who has about 25 years of experience in film teaching and
producing. For data videos, high-quality data videos were collected
from previous narrative visualization studies [3, 4, 57, 58, 71, 72],
some popular video platforms, and well-known news agencies that
have produced data videos (e.g., YouTube [75], Tencent Video [65],
Vox [68], New York Times [66], The Economist [21]). In particular,
we used keywords such as “data storytelling,” “data stories,” and
“data-driven videos” to search for data videos and subsequently
process videos with a high number of views. All analyzed cases can
be found in the supplemental materials.

Procedure. The authors were divided into two groups to an-
alyze those films and data videos. The film group consisted of a
professor with about 25 years of experience in teaching films and
another author with eight years of experience in film writing and
producing film. The data video group included three authors with
research experience in data visualization and human computer in-
teraction. Two groups adopted thematic analysis [10] to code the
ending styles of data videos and films separately, and held meetings
twice a week during the coding to bridge the gap between data
videos and films. The goal is to find a set of styles for classifying
and describing the endings of films and data videos. To theorize
the classification, the groups discussed and summarized the char-
acteristics of film and data video endings in terms of content and
form for each style. Initially, our classification of ending styles was
inspired by the literature on film endings that use punctuation
marks to describe cinematic endings in films [12, 36, 43, 49, 62].
First, three common ending punctuation marks [31, 67] were used,
namely, full stop, exclamation point, and question mark. During
iterative coding, another common punctuation mark, the ellipsis,
can also be used at the end of a sentence to imply omission. Al-
though ellipses need to be formally written as . . . . or . . . ? or . . . ! [52],
they are considered a common film style that implicitly expresses
a theme or an idea [22–24, 33, 56]. Thus, this punctuation mark
was added to our analysis framework. After rounds of coding and
discussion, new ending styles were no longer found toward the end
of analyses. This result suggested that our codes almost reached
saturation, and the groups stopped analyzing new videos. Differ-
ences were resolved by discussions. Finally, the groups reached a
consensus on four cinematic endings styles using four punctuation
marks.

3.2 Results and Analysis
In the following text, our results on four cinematic ending styles
are reported and elaborated using the framework of punctuation
marks, namely, Full Stop as Closure, Exclamation Point as Expression
of Commentary, Question Mark as Forward Thinking, and Ellipsis as
Open for Interpretation. For each style, our analysis and organiza-
tion are based on a structured format, including the definition, the
representative examples in films, and a case study examining data
videos through this cinematic lens.

Figure 3: Endings of The Shawshank Redemption (1994) [90],
Babe (1995) [82], Casablanca (1942) [77], and Modern Times
(1936) [83] using full stop with the film techniques of a
zoom out camera movement, wide shot, and the iris effect
to achieve closure

3.2.1 Full Stop as Closure. A full stop or period used at the ending
of a sentence signifies completing an action or meaning. Therefore,
it functions as a close-ended punctuation mark. In the literary sense,
this punctuation mark can be interpreted as things that have been
resolved or questions that have been answered with closure. It can
also suggest the closure of a causality loop or complete connec-
tion between past and present. As expected, full stops appeared to
be most common in the corpus of films (45/105) and data videos
(37/111).

Films. Ending with a zoom out camera movement, wide shot,
or montage are examples of cinematic styles that can signify and
express the sense of closure and full stop of a film story. For exam-
ple, The Shawshank Redemption (1994) [90], as shown in Figure 3 (a),
ends in a vast zoom out to show a wide shot of the two main charac-
ters as free men walking by the sea, a new world that is much larger
than their prison cell after years of imprisonment. Their freedom
is symbolized by this great zoom out and wide shot as the closing
shot of the film. In some cases, the camera’s movements are accom-
panied by the characters’ movements. In the last shot of Casablanca
(1942) [77], as shown in Figure 3 (c), as the two characters are left to
walk away from the camera, the shot size changes from medium to
wide as the characters are walking away to begin their “beautiful
friendship." Likewise, the ending shot in Modern Times (1936) [83],
as shown in Figure 3 (d), shows Charles Chapman is walking away
with his girl in a static shot that changes from a medium shot to a
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wide shot, which signifies the sense of completion or closure in a
film story. Another common editing technique in a full stop ending
is the iris effect that serves like a zoom in to close up to focus on
the subject, such as the ending shot of Babe (1995) [82], as shown
in Figure 3 (b), that features the small pig as the final hero of the
story. Finally, montage is often used to close a film to show the
causal relation between action and reaction as the conclusion of the
plot. For example, the ending of the final montage of Schindler’s List
(1993) [85] (Figure 4) shows the transitions from fiction to reality
by showing the real people whom Schindler saved in real life.

Figure 4: Ending of Schindler’s List (1993) [85] using full stop
through the film technique of montage as the conclusion of
the story

Figure 5: Data video ending of Stock Market Crash in 28
years [101] using full stop through providing clear, direct vi-
tal messages

Data Videos. The endings of full stop often provide clear, direct
vital messages such as the most substantial data pattern, an ultimate
suggestion, or a call to action. However, they lack a solid, concise
summary for emphasizing the main point. For example, the data
video Stock Market Crash in 28 years [101], as shown in Figure 5
(a), takes a first-person viewpoint for visualizing a line chart about
the stock market index, engaging audiences in experiencing the
ups and downs of the stock market on a roller coaster ride. The
video proceeds by switching between different viewpoints to make
audiences visually immersed. Similarly, it could end with cinematic
techniques to render a cogent summary of data and provoke re-
flections. For instance, it could apply a smooth transition from the
close-up shot at the last time point in the chart to a medium shot
to a wide shot to review the overall fluctuating trend of the stock
market index. Instead, the video only presents a plain subtitle, “Be-
ware of the risks in the stock market,” as shown in Figure 5 (b), so
that audiences might overlook the critical data insights. This case
demonstrates that data videos have enormous potential for improve-
ments by learning from film arts, underscoring the importance of
this research.

3.2.2 Exclamation Point as Expression of Commentary. Full stop
and exclamation points are considered closed ended, which signifies
the end of a complete action in a sentence. Specifically, an exclama-
tion point encompasses a certain expression of emphasis, emotions,
or feelings in the form of surprise or secret revealed at the end. This
type of ending can be impressionistic and let the audience have the
last “wow” moment or a new level of emotional reaction. This work
finds that exclamation points appeared to be moderately common
in the film corpus (29/111), where the suspense was lifted in the
film endings. However, exclamation points were not common in
data video endings (11/105) that might inspire future practices.

Films. The ending of the exclamation point is a strong cinematic
expression of the author’s thoughts, emotions, and feelings that
appeal to the audience’s emotional senses in various forms. Some-
times it can appear as a sharp irony in life and death such as the
tragic endings in Life is Beautiful (1997) [92] and Dancer in the Dark
(2000) [84], as shown in Figure 6 (a). Sometimes this expression
of commentary appeals to our sensory and emotional senses and
leaves the audience with a “wow” reaction with different interpre-
tations. Persona (1966) [100] and 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968) [87],
as shown in Figure 6 (b) films open and end on visually stunning
montage sequences as the visual expression of commentary with
their powerful exclamation points at the end. In addition to using
a montage, the filmmaker can also explain and sum up the theme
visually in one shot in the ending scene. For example, the plot secret
revealed at the end of Pyscho (1960) [91], as shown in Figure 6 (c)
shocked many audiences. Combined with the effects of voice-over,
sound, and music, one of the haunting last shots of the ending su-
perimposed three layers of images with the smiling killer who has
a split personality, the corpse of the mother, and the sunk car with
the victim being pulled up by the police. Another expressive shot
is in the ending of Source Code (2011) [97], as shown in Figure 6 (d)
in which the filmmaker showed a shot with reflections of different
shapes to conclude its theme about multiverses or parallel universes
visually.

Figure 6: Endings of Dancer in the Dark (2000) [84], 2001: A
Space Odyssey (1968) [87],Pyscho (1960) [91], and Source Code
(2011) [97] using exclamation pointswith stunningmontage
sequences and multiple collages of different visual shapes
to sum up the theme visually
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Data Videos.Data videos in this category end with data insights
that are surprising or unexpected to the audiences. A surprise is
often made by compassion or contrast, impressing audiences with
a strong affection to strengthen their understanding of data. Such
style is exemplified by America Dodge $660 Billion in Taxes Each
Year [96]. Its ending contrasts education funding with taxes, that
is, the money lost with four percentage points more cheating is
triple the Department of Education’s budget for 2018. This contrast
uses the wide public concern on education funding to highlight
the severe tax evasion, leaving a strong expression of commentary.
Another kind of contrast happens when a story reveals discordance
or incongruity of facts, which uses irony to increase the dramatic
effect. In the videoWeed is not More Dangerous than Alcohol [99],
the narrator questions the Federal government’s unfairly stricter re-
striction on marijuana compared with alcohol despite the evidence
that the overdose of alcohol caused the death of over 10000 times
that caused by marijuana. The ironic mismatch between the level of
danger and strength of restrictions challenges the audiences’ expec-
tations and motivates them to reflect on current policies. However,
most of the content was directly delivered by the author talking
about them in front of the camera without any visual treatment,
indicating the importance of guidelines for cinematic endings.

3.2.3 Question Mark as Forward Thinking. A question mark is open
ended as it raises the great question of what is next, posting new,
relevant questions based on the content not previously addressed.
It is also associated with unsolved answers or mysteries, often
suitable narrative materials that arouse curiosity. It often opens up
new questions or mysteries related to the plot in films. Question
marks were the least common in films (10/111) and data videos
(6/105). Data videos often provide answers to the questions, and
new questions are raised at the end.

Films. In time-based media, timing or tempo is everything. Se-
lecting a precise moment to end a shot can create new meaning
or raise the relevant question to the audience. The ending shot of
the famous film Inception (2010) [86], as shown in Figure 7 (a), has
raised discussions for many years. The unusually long shot on the
spinning top kept spinning endlessly as if it suggested the main
character was still in his dream state, but after many seconds before
the spinning top appeared to be wobbling, the film ended. This
ending style of showing the unusual property of a symbolic object
has made a strong impression on the audience. The filmmaker has
invited his audience to think about what is real or not with this
ending shot. Another favorite question to ask in drama is what is
next in the story. A sudden change or a break in pattern always
draws attention. In the final scene of the famous classic film The
Graduate (1967) [78], when the main character runs away with the
bride, the two young lovers laugh, but as they jumped on the city
bus, their facial expressions turned blank. This sudden change of
tone and pace through the characters’ facial expressions raises a
question about their future.

Data Videos. Indeed, the author would appear at the end of a
data video to raise new questions directly, which can be found in
many data videos. However, these questions are often expressed
verbally and directly without using visual styles. Perhaps adding
a visual scene at the end could leave a stronger impression on the
audience. Data graphics could function like characters in a story.

Figure 7: Endings of Inception (2010) [86] and 7 Billion: How
Did We Get So Big So Fast? [95] using question marks with a
sudden change or a break in pattern

Change or break in the form, such as color, shape, or movement, can
signify a change inmeaning at the end. The data video 7 Billion: How
Did We Get So Big So Fast? [95] is an exception that has a cinematic
ending similar to Inception (2010) [86], as shown in Figure 7 (a).
In Figure 7 (b), its ending shots symbolize the world’s population
growth by filling the glass with water, that is, when the water glass
becomes full, our earth reaches the carrying capacity. The last frame
uses a similar ending style of ending abruptly. This visual metaphor
immediately raises the question: Will the water spill over? Could
the earth accommodate the rapid population growth? This case
illustrates how animation and symbolism offer a combined power
to evoke questions cinematically.

3.2.4 Ellipsis as Open for Interpretation. An ellipsis indicates an
omission, and when placed at the end of a sentence, suggests an
open ending for interpretation and suggests the story has not ended
and is still ongoing. This category also applies to an ending that
is up to the audience to make their meaning out of the intended
ambiguity. Ellipses are the second most common style in the film
(35/111) and data video (43/105) corpus. It emphasizes that the
story keeps evolving or the data are still changing, thus provoking
audiences’ thoughts.

Films.When an ending is ambiguous and offers no clear solution
or resolution, it fits the description of the ellipsis. This open-ended
style can mean that the story might end here, but life continues,
or the problem has not been solved. The famous freeze-frame of
the last shot of 400 Blows (1959) [81], as shown in Figure 8 (a)
and Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid (1969) [98], as shown
in Figure 8 (b), have been the subject of many film analyses. This
style gives the audience opportunities to draw their conclusions and
have different interpretations of the story. Besides a freeze-frame,
the last shot could end before the result or action is completed
or delivered. Similarly, in the ending scene of The Da Vinci Code
(2006) [88]), as shown in Figure 9 (a), a long zoom in was used to
show that the protagonist found out the Magdalene stone pavilion
was hidden under the pyramids of conjecture. The film is over, but
the conjecture still needs to continue. Similarly, the ending shot
of Ex Machina (2014) [80] is when the AI is disappearing into the
crowd with the major crisis still in progress and unresolved.

Data Videos. Neil Halloran’s data videos deal with subject mat-
ters from war to climate change, but all their endings project the
filmmaker’s feelings and concerns about the uncertain future open
for interpretation. His voiceover expresses that there are lessons to
be learned from the data as human development is always continu-
ous. This theme is also expressed visually through his cinematic
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Figure 8: Endings of 400 Blows (1959) [81] and Butch Cas-
sidy and the Sundance Kid (1969) [98] using ellipseswith the
freeze-frame shot

Figure 9: The endings of The Da Vinci Code (2006) [88] and
The Fallen of WorldWar II [93] using ellipses through a long
zoom in shot

data visualization. One example is the long zoom in and zoom out in
the endings of The Fallen ofWorldWar II (2016) [93], as shown in Fig-
ure 9 (b) and Simulation of a Nuclear Blast in a Major City (2020) [94],
respectively. In the former video, the director not only expresses
his view through his voice-over but also visualizes through magni-
fying the graphical data in a long zoom in shot to suggest that the
meanings of peace can be found “between the lines.” Similarly, in
the latter example, the long zoom out shows the possible destruc-
tion of a nuclear blast as the voiceover states, “We can continue
ensuring that this nightmare simulation never becomes a reality.”
Both endings let us interpret for ourselves the uncertainty that
lies ahead, and they are graphically visualized through cinematic
language and expression. The filmmaker also expresses his personal
feelings behind the data at the end. His feelings are not defined and
expressed in the form of forceful exclamation or question marks,
as his forward-thinking view of uncertainty is softly expressed as
an ellipsis statement. His theme about human development as a
continuity of uncertainty is consistently expressed in his endings.
Therefore, these endings function as more ellipsis marks than ex-
clamation or question marks that usually carry a stronger tone of
voice and certainty.

3.3 Discussion
In short, based on previous works [3, 72] related to narrative ending
styles, our study further emphasizes the contextual relation between
the ending and content of the data story. Our work echoes previous

narrative elements (e.g., questions, recap, echoing the beginning)
and further proposes new cinematic elements (e.g., montage, wide
shot, and the iris effect) as discussed in case examples.

Aside from inspirations drawn from cinematic language for the
effective ending, one important feature of our study is to emphasize
the design of an ending is constrained and contextualized by its
content and how the desired tone can be expressed with a specific
cinematic style that aims to create a lasting impression. The chosen
ending style does not exist in isolation or independent from the
context and content of the work. This study does not just name
these elements but builds on and extends them for the cinematic
endings. We further incorporate these elements with design objec-
tives and specific guidelines to create a more lasting impression
ending through our guidelines.

4 STUDY 2: FORMULATING GUIDELINES
Based on the corpus analysis, expert interviews were conducted to
derive guidelines for producing cinematic endings for data videos.
Specifically, the classic ending examples of films and data videos
under four common styles are used as materials for the expert inter-
views. In this section, our methodology and the resulting guidelines
are discussed.

4.1 Methodology
Inspired by [37, 45, 71], experts from different backgrounds were
interviewed to derive the guidelines. First, film experts were asked
about suggestions for applying cinematic techniques to data videos.
Second, visualization experts were interviewed about their inspira-
tions for enhancing data storytelling from films.

Participants. Our interviewees consisted of six film experts (E1-
6) and five experts in data visualization experts (E7-11). Inspired
by [42, 48], our utmost was done to diversify the backgrounds
of the experts. The eleven interviewees were from the U.S. (4),
Mainland China (3), Hong Kong SAR, China (3), and the U.K. (1).
Seven males and four females between the ages of 25 and 48, with
a minimum of two years of industry and academia experience on
film or visualization, were recruited from film and visualization
industries. Table 1 lists the background of the experts.

Interview Procedure. The interviews were conducted through
either face-to-face or online meetings in a two-to-one manner (two
authors and one expert). Each interview session lasted for about 120
minutes. We first introduced our research goal, to help data video
makers produce more understandable, impressive, and reflective
endings. We then briefed the four cinematic ending styles together
with corresponding example films and data videos. For each style,
we asked participants to give consideration and suggestions to
the content and visual form of data video endings by referring to
corresponding films of the same style.

InterviewAnalysis First, three authors extracted thematic codes
through an open-coding approach [15] and coded the interview
transcripts separately. Next, they iteratively coded the interview
data through six rounds of meetings until reaching a consensus.
Furthermore, an external professor in film theory and practice was
requested to validate the guideline from an empirical point of view.
The whole process resulted in a final list of 20 guidelines.
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Participant ID Gender Occupation(s) Experience
E1 M Full-time University Professor 20 years in academia and industry
E2 M Senior Director 10 years industry experience in film
E3 F Documentary Film Director 9 years industry experience in documentary film
E4 M Digital Visual Artist 5 years in both academia and industry
E5 M Cinematographer 5 years industry experience in cinematography
E6 M Visual Designer 2 years industry experience in visual design
E7 M Researcher 7 years academia experience in VIS and HCI community
E8 F Researcher 6 years academia experience in narrative visualization
E9 M Researcher 5 years academia experience in VIS and HCI community
E10 F Researcher 6 years academia experience in information visualization design
E11 F Researcher 9 years teaching experience in narrative visualization

Table 1: Background information of the 11 experts who participated in our interviews

4.2 Guidelines
Table 2 provides an overview of 20 guidelines organized by each
cinematic ending style (punctuation mark).

Full Stop.More than half of the experts (6 out of 11) considered
the full stop style useful when “summarizing previous events at the
end.” They agreed that a full stop ending should effectively convey
the take-home message. Thus, the core challenge was to make the
key insight clearly understood and resonate with the audience.

They first provided suggestions on the usage scenario and con-
tent design (G1.1-1.3). For example, E9 commented that “visualiza-
tions could be interpreted differently. It is important to state the
take-home message explicitly and clearly at the end, which other-
wise could result in a question or ellipsis mark,” which motivated
the development of G1.2. Importantly, experts underscored the need
for developing empathy by connecting the audiences from abstract
data to the real world (G1.3). To illustrate this idea, E2 referred to
historical films, where “the hero/heroine often gives a monologue
to summarize the past story and describe the present.” E2 contin-
ued, “the purpose is to make audiences realize that this is a true
event impacting the real world, which could generate empathy and
provoke thoughts.”

Experts also suggested different ways of form to deliver the con-
tent. They (E4, E5, E7, and E8) commented that camera movements
and visual cues could attract audiences’ attention and emphasize
important data facts, which corresponds to G1.4. For example, films
often end with camera movements to provide a long shot, allowing
audiences to take an almost birds-eye view. They recommended
different methods for reviewing multiple visualizations at the end
(G1.5) because data videos often contained multiple visualizations.
Specifically, E1 and E3 explained that montage was commonly used
in films to display scenes of the past and the present and illus-
trate causality. Similarly, they advocated using montage to display
multiple visualizations to illustrate their relationships.

Exclamation Point. All experts agreed that endings with ex-
clamation points could leave a strong impression and provided
guidelines for content (G2.1-2.2) and form design (G2.3-2.5).

They first gave valuable suggestions on creating an exclamation
(G2.1). E2 and E4 commented that film endings depicted strong
conflicts and contradictions to amaze the audience, whereas E3 and
E8 expressed that exclamations resulted from surprising events and
data facts. Contradictions or surprises are often intense, creating

the need for distinguishing exclamation endings from climaxes
(G2.2). “As the climax often provides the most crucial event or data
findings, the ending could show data that is sub-crucial but opens
up a surprising perspective to interpret data,” said E8.

Other experts suggested how exclamation endings could be vi-
sualized. G2.3 was exemplified by E4’s comment, “Contradictions
could be visualized following the principle of graphical design,
for example, using complementary colors or shapes.” Furthermore,
they proposed using comparative visualization techniques such
as animations to highlight data contrasts (G2.4). Finally, E10 and
E11 commented that audiences might not have intuition about the
data size or magnitude. They explained that analogy might surprise
audiences by the data magnitude (G2.5).

Question Mark. Most of the experts (7 out of 11) suggested
that ending with a question mark was a powerful approach to
provoke thoughts. They thought highly of the film Inception [86]
and the data video 7 Billion: How Did We Get So Big So Fast? [95]
( Figure 7). E6 explained, “They both use animation to symbolize
the evolution of the story and imply different endings - whether
the spinning top would stop and whether the water would spout
out.” E1 further commented, “The question arises as the storytelling
is ended abruptly, but the story is still evolving.” We derived G3.1
from those comments.

Experts described different scenarios for asking questions in data
videos that informed the development of G3.2-3.4. For example, E10
commented, “It is common to ask questions about the future trend of
the data,” which corresponds to G3.2. E2 and E8 considered the “so
what” questions for calling for actions, for example, “what should
we do in response to the data facts?” (G3.3). Finally, E1 referred to
the film endings that “Films sometimes end with fantasy by the
creators that are very different from reality, which makes audiences
wonder about the reality and provoke reflections,” which helped us
develop G3.4.

Ellipsis. Seven out of 11 experts emphasized that ellipsis marks
could make audiences be left wanting more, which was the most
challenging of the four styles. Experts first advised using scenarios
for ellipsis from the aspect of narration and data.

In terms of narration, experts advised two possible scenarios
(G4.1-4.2). E3 and E8 commented, “The ending does not provide
a clear answer about whether the problem at the start has been
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Full Stop
G1.1 Summarize facts in a declarative mood and recall the previous events of the story through montage and/or interview footage.
G1.2 Explicitly present the data insights or make a conclusive statement with a wide static shot.
G1.3 Emphasize the connection between the data facts and the world by intercutting with real-world pictures. Engage the audiences

in understanding how the real world is reflected by the data and establish emotional resonance.
G1.4 Use camera effects (e.g., zoom out) to visualize the overview of data insights.
G1.5 When playing back multiple charts, juxtapose or use montage clips to arrange them.

Exclamation Point
G2.1 Present intense contradictions or surprising data facts.
G2.2 Leave audiences with a new perspective after the climax of the story.
G2.3 Highlight the contradictions using colors, animations, and scenes with strong visual contrasts.
G2.4 Emphasize the contradictory or surprising data facts by comparing contrasting images using visualization techniques such as

juxtaposition, visual cues, and animations.
G2.5 Use analogy to make audiences aware of the magnitude of the data to achieve surprising results.

Question Mark
G3.1 Animate the data change by visualizations or metaphors and end the animation abruptly to leave suspense.
G3.2 Ask questions about the next movement of data, especially when the data has an incomplete action.
G3.3 Emphasize questions (e.g., use of repeated shots) about data from new perspectives and call for actions.
G3.4 End with a perfect dream that invites or provokes audiences to question its authenticity.

Ellipsis
G4.1 Open-end that expresses central problems unsolved with uncertainty (e.g., with gentle camera movement) and more actions

are needed.
G4.2 Echo the opening using similar colors, scenes, or visualizations and highlight the differences from the beginning.
G4.3 Apply the patterns of periodic data to indicate and predict possible future changes.
G4.4 Reveal data continuously using camera movement of push-in (out) and zoom-in (out) to express different possibilities for the

future development.
G4.5 Foreshadow the beginning of the following data video in the ending, when the topic is too large and complex to cover in a

single data video.
G4.6 Use action or graphic match cuts to continue the ongoing topic through seamless transitions.

Table 2: Twenty guidelines for applying the four cinematic ending styles to data videos

resolved, which makes audiences realize that the event is still devel-
oping.” Their comments inspired us to develop G4.1 about content
design. G4.2 was illustrated in E2’s comments, “In films, the endings
can refresh the openings by using a similar mise-en-scène to imply
that the story has not ended.” This comment echoed the feedback
from data experts that “Data videos could end with a visualization
that is similar to that at the beginning with notable differences
to show that data keep changing ”. Based on their comments, we
derive G4.2.

In terms of data, other experts provided suggestions based on the
basis of the usage scenarios of ellipsis marks. First, ellipsis marks
are often used to “show the omission of repetitive or similar words”
(E5,6,9,10). Thus, they considered the ellipsis marks to be applicable
to periodical data or data with similar patterns (G4.3). Second, E4
commented, “Ellipsis marks can represent infinite, for example,
using zooming in/out to change the information density.” This idea
echoes that of E11, “such zooming brings about a feeling of seeking
answers or looking forward.” After summarizing their comments,
we derived G4.4.

Experts also mentioned series as another usage scenario of el-
lipsis marks in films and data videos. E5 explained, “In film series,
the ending is often a crisis to be shown in the next film.” Experts
provided suggestions on applying this idea to data video series,

especially when the dataset is large and complex. (G4.5-4.6). Specif-
ically, they proposed various techniques to foreshadow the next
data video, such as seamless transition techniques in films (E5) and
morphing in data videos (E8).

5 EVALUATING ENDING STYLES AND
GUIDELINES

In this section, we conducted a user study and a comparative
study to evaluate our ending styles and guidelines derived from
corpus analysis and expert interviews. Specifically, we evaluated
how well our ending styles and guidelines can help users design
cinematic data video endings by considering two questions: (1)
whether users can understand and apply the guidelines, and (2)
whether the guidelines can help achieve understandable, impressive,
and reflective data video endings. To answer the first question, we
conducted a user study to ask guideline participants to use and rate
our endings styles and guidelines. To answer the second question,
we conducted a comparative study to ask the general public and
experts to rate data video endings by all participants with and
without using guidelines in our user study.

Furthermore, we also presented a gallery containing four data
videos that are on the same topic but end with different cinematic
styles by using our guidelines in order to demonstrate the potential
application of our ending styles and guidelines.
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Figure 10: An overview of our guidelines includes their content/intention and design/shot recommendation. Users can select
the content or intention they tend to express and then use the corresponding design or shot recommendation in the user study.
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5.1 User Study
5.1.1 Participants. By advertising on online platforms, we recruited
24 participants (12 female) whose ages were between 24 to 31, with
an average of 27. Our participants included 16 designers, four vi-
sual effects artists, and four data analysts. Their job involved data
storytelling, for example, delivering presentations, drafting data
stories, or making data videos to analyze and communicate data.
After the user study, each participant received a remuneration of
$30 USD.

5.1.2 Study Materials. We provided participants with three can-
didate datasets of different themes, including the COVID-19, the
10 causes of death, and the global trends in over weight and obesity.
Those datasets were selected because they were of general interest
with suitable complexity. Furthermore, we provided participants
with a sheet about our guidelines (Table 2), andwe further explained
each guideline from two aspects, their content or intention (“what”
and “why”), and its design and shot recommendation (“how”), as
shown in Figure 10. In addition, we provide participants with an
interactive website (https://cinematicendings.github.io/) to browse
examples of our ending styles and guidelines.

5.1.3 Study Design. This user study took the between-subject pro-
tocol, that is, 12 participants were asked to create data video end-
ings with our guidelines and 12 participants without guidelines.
Specifically, we randomly and equally divided 24 participants into
two groups to ensure fairness: one group with 12 participants us-
ing guidelines as guideline participants and the other group with
12 participants without guidelines as non-guideline participants.
Each group had eight designers, two visual effect artists, and two
data analysts. We then randomly and evenly assigned two par-
ticipant groups to all four ending styles. Each ending style had
three guideline participants and three non-guideline participants.
Participants could select one of the three provided datasets ac-
cording to their own preferences. The user study was hosted in a
mixed mode due to the pandemic, that is, 16 participants joined
online, and eight participants were offline. They were instructed
to use their familiar tools (e.g., laptops, tablets, and pens) for de-
sign. All the storyboards created by participants with or without
guidelines are shown in the supplemental materials, and the 12
storyboards with our guidelines are also shown on our website
(https://cinematicendings.github.io/#/Storyboard).

5.1.4 Study Procedure. Our user study lasted for 55 minutes and
had three phases: (1) introduction phase, (2) design phase, and (3) feed-
back phase.

Phase 1: Introduction (around 15minutes)This phase started
with a brief session to introduce the study procedure, datasets, the
concept of data video endings, and each cinematic ending style
and guidelines to each group. For non-guideline participants, we
introduced the same information except the guidelines. We asked
participants to create data video endings that could foster audi-
ences’ understanding, impression, and reflection about the themes.
That said, they were instructed to develop the core theme of their
videos and subsequently design the data video endings.

Phase 2: Design (around 25 minutes) Participants of both
groups were given 25 minutes to craft storyboards to show the de-
signs of their data story endings. Guideline participants could have

our guidelines teaching materials, including guidelines (Table 2),
design recommendation (Figure 10), and interactive website (https://
cinematicendings.github.io/).Non-guideline participants could search
for and learn from any information from the Internet.

Phase 3: Feedback (around 15minutes)The user study ended
with a 15-minute post-study interview session. All participants were
asked to explain their designs. Afterward, we interviewed them
to understand their considerations, challenges, and comments on
creating data story endings with and without guidelines. In addi-
tion, we invited guideline participants to rate the understandability,
impression (to what extent could the endings make a lasting im-
pression or be memorable in the mind of the audience), reflection,
clarity, and usability (to what extent could they apply the styles
by using our teaching materials) of each ending style, as well as
the clarity and usefulness (to what extent could the guidelines help
them achieve the style) of each guideline using a 7-point Likert
scale.

5.2 Comparative Study
To understand whether those data story endings designed with
our guidelines were truly more understandable, impressive, and
reflective to audiences than those designed without guidelines, we
further recruited experts from the film industry and the general
public to evaluate the storyboards from our user study.

5.2.1 Participants. We recruited six experts and 52 general audi-
ences. The six experts were from the film industries and different
education institutions: two film directors with five and six years of
experience, a cinematographer with five years of experience, a full-
time university professor with 15 years of film teaching experience,
one college lecturer with eight years of theater teaching experience,
and one college lecturer with four years of cinematic arts teaching
experience. The 52 general audiences were recruited through ad-
vertising on social media platforms and snowball sampling. They
were 16 females and 36 males, and their ages were between 21 to
33, with an average age of 25.

5.2.2 Study Design and Procedure. We invited 52 general audiences
to assess storyboards according to three criteria that conformed to
our research goals, i.e., whether the storyboard can enhance the
understandability, impression, and reflection of the core theme. Six
experts were asked to provide a professional assessment on two
more criteria that required expertise, including creativeness (i.e., to
what extent these storyboards be indicated as original and unique)
and cinematic expression (i.e., to what extent these storyboards
could be regarded as cinematic). The experts and general audiences
rated all 24 storyboards on a 7-point Likert scale. Storyboards were
grouped according to the same ending style to ensure comparability,
whereas the order was randomly shuffled for each judge to reduce
biases. Judges were blind to the control conditions (i.e., the existence
of design guidelines).

5.3 User Study and Comparative Study Results
In this section, the quantitative and qualitative feedback from the
participants in the user study and comparative study are reported.

5.3.1 User Study Results. Generally, participants who used guide-
lines agreed on their satisfaction (𝑀 = 5.5, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.31) with their

https://cinematicendings.github.io/
https://cinematicendings.github.io/#/Storyboard
https://cinematicendings.github.io/
https://cinematicendings.github.io/
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Figure 11: Guideline participants’ ratings with standard er-
rors on the punctuation marks and guidelines. The upper
part shows their ratings on each punctuation mark. The
lower part shows their rations on each guideline.

designs as well as the inspirations (𝑀 = 6, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.04) our guidelines
provided on a 7-point Likert scale.

With our teaching materials, they found that they could clearly
understand (𝑀 = 5.83, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.83) and use (𝑀 = 6.08, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.51)
each punctuation with corresponding guidelines. They also pro-
vided positive feedback on the overall effects of each punctuation
with corresponding guidelines in enhancing the understandabil-
ity (𝑀 = 5.83, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.83), impression (𝑀 = 5.58, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.31), and
reflection (𝑀 = 6.5, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.52) of the core theme. For clarity and
usefulness (to what extent the guideline could help participants
realize punctuation), the participants provided positive scores (Fig-
ure 11).

In the post-study interview, the main consideration for endings’
design was how to express data insight completely and intuitively,
which could be facilitated by our cinematic styles and guidelines. P8
commented, “The idea of four punctuation marks as a classification
and framework of different ending contextualize both visual and
content, which is very intuitive and impressive.” All participants
with guidelines (P1-P12) agreed that our guidelines were diverse
and helpful to inspire their creating data video endings. P12 praised
the inspiration of G4.4 “the shot design recommendation of zoom-in
(out) to present the data expansion or development inspires my
ellipsis ending design a lot while I was thinking about how to extend
the new information more fluently.” However, they suggested that
our guidelines could add considerations about audio in the future.

5.3.2 Comparative Study Results. For each storyboard, we aver-
aged the score of the five experts on how much it enhanced the
understandability, impression, and reflection of the theme as well
as its cinematic expression and creativeness (Figure 12). For each
metric, we conducted a t-test on the score of storyboards designed
with and without guidelines. We found that the scores of story-
boards using the guidelines were significantly higher than those of
storyboards not using guidelines (all 𝑝 < 0.001) on all five metrics.
From the rating by the general public, we found similar results. In
terms of the metrics—understandability, impression, and reflection,
the scores of storyboards guided by guidelines were significantly
higher than those of storyboards without guidelines (all 𝑝 < 0.001).

5.4 Gallery
To demonstrate the application of our cinematic guidelines, three
authors of this work (a film scriptwriter, a film visual designer,
and a data visualization designer) created four data videos, each
of which ended on one of the four punctuation marks (Figure 13).
The data videos were about the recent COVID-19 pandemic and
demonstrate how each of the four ending punctuation marks can
be visualized with different cinematic ending styles. For example,
based on the ellipsis ending style and corresponding guidelines
G4.1, G4.2, and G4.4, we have designed a visualization of a running
time clock and the fading images of the elderly, symbolizing and
emphasizing the great sense of urgency to improve the vaccination
rate. These videos can be found in the supplementary materials and
on our website (https://cinematicendings.github.io/).

6 DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the limitation of our work and the lessons
learned for improving data storytelling.

Towards a deeper understanding of data story endings.We
classified data story endings according to the framework of punctua-
tion marks, which are intuitive enough to understand and help com-
municate the relevance between films and data videos. However,
our classification was not without limitations. First, punctuation
marks can be used in combination. For instance, the interrobang
mark1 is a common technique in advertisement and comic endings
to combine the functions of the question and the exclamation mark.
In the future, we plan to study such combined use to deepen our
understanding of data story endings. Second, different punctuation
marks might generate similar effects on audiences despite their
differences in form and content design. For instance, both ellipsis
and question mark could leave audiences in suspense, whereas the
former has a smaller, softer effect. To distinguish them better, we
plan to investigate their influences on audiences. In addition, data
analytics and data storytelling should be balanced and incorpo-
rated in the data story ending. Data and analytic thinking might
be decoupled from thoughts and feelings. However, it is crucial
to follow the data analysis process to conclude data insights [54]
for data story endings in the first step and then utilize storytelling
techniques to help reveal information and data insights effectively
and intuitively [28]. The importance of balancing data analytics
and storytelling is recognized, and we plan to observe and explore
their relationship further in future work.
1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interrobang

https://cinematicendings.github.io/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interrobang
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Figure 12: Experts and the general audiences’ ratings on the storyboardswith standard errors. The upper chart shows the scores
of understandability, impression, and reflection about the storyboard ratings by the general audiences, and the lower chart
shows the scores of understandability, impression, reflection, cinematic expression, and creativeness about the storyboard
ratings by experts.

Figure 13: Four data video endings that applied our four cinematic ending styles and guidelines. From left to right, four screen-
shots of four data video endings with full stop, exclamation point, question mark, and ellipsis are from the gallery on our
website.

Making guidelines visual and accessible. A core challenge
encountered during this research was to make guidelines more
accessible, that is, simple and intuitive enough for designers to
understand and appreciate easily. Our solutions were the “visualiza-
tion” of guidelines that helps designers browse and select guidelines
based on their intended styles (Figure 10). In addition to text de-
scriptions, we created intuitive diagrams visualizing each guideline.

Furthermore, an interactive website (https://cinematicendings.
github.io/) was provided for designers to explore examples, facili-
tating their comprehension and understanding. The participants
in our experiment highly appreciated those materials. To benefit
future researchers and users, we created data videos of four differ-
ent ending styles based on our guidelines. We also placed those
videos together with participants’ storyboards in our online gallery
to promote research in narrative visualizations by combining visual
and storytelling techniques in cinematic arts, and propose practical
guidelines for designers to improve their data storytelling “in the
wild.” Moving forward, we plan to continue research on integrating
film and visualization studies and investigating other factors such
as emotions.

Creating interactive tools for data storytelling. During our
user study, participants were asked about their expectations of fu-
ture tools for creating data stories. Participants praised the useful-
ness of our interactive website and study materials, which guided

them in selecting punctuation marks, shot/design recommenda-
tions, and guidelines step by step. Specifically, they hoped for an
interactive system that could recommend narration structures given
the user-input data tables and constraints (e.g., “ending with a ques-
tion mark”). Such intelligent approaches could help facilitate the
design process in crafting story structures and improve efficiency
and accuracy. Future work can further combine these intelligent
approaches with clear story structure temples as a fundamental
part of interactive data video authoring tools.

Generalizability of the Cinematic Styles and Guidelines.
We studied the endings of narrative visualizations in the form of
data videos. Our cinematic styles and guidelines could be extended
to other narrative visualization forms [55, 57]. First, our cinematic
styles and guidelines can be applicable to non-interactive narrative
visualization that consists of a sequence of frames similar to the
key property of data videos to present their data insights, such as
data GIFs. For example, our ending style “exclamation point” and its
guidelines are suitable for data GIFs which are expected to convey
messages in a short time [60] and leave the audience with an im-
pression and surprise. Second, our cinematic styles and guidelines
can be generalized to interactive visualization endings. Inspired by
interactive films [17] and interactive data comics [69], data videos
can be ended with multiple endings to create different effects. In our
gallery, we have created four data videos that convey the same data

https://cinematicendings.github.io/
https://cinematicendings.github.io/
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insight but end with four types of cinematic endings (Figure 13).
Thus, we propose that four types of endings can be chosen by de-
signers for creating interactive data stories which could present
different endings based on audiences’ selections. This interactive
structure is similar to the Martini Glass visualization structure [57].
The audience should follow the author-driven narrative in the open-
ing and climax [25] of data videos, and then they can interact with
the multiple endings through the reader-driven narrative. Once the
audience selects one of the ending styles based on their preferences,
this ending may potentially become a jumping off point for the next
data visualization with new insights. Therefore, our diverse data
video ending designs show a potential form of interactive visualiza-
tion applications. In addition, these ending styles remain unclear
on how to interact appropriately with audiences’ preferences. We
can systematically investigate the interactive ending designs based
on audiences’ preferences in future work.

7 CONCLUSION
Endings have received wide attention in literature and film studies.
Endings are not the real end of the story but instead emphasize the
concluding statement with stronger impressions and persuasion
powers. We studied how to enhance the endings of data videos
by drawing inspiration from hundreds of famous film endings and
contextualizing them to popular data videos. Our work highlights
an interdisciplinary methodology, that is, we involved participants
from different backgrounds (e.g., film experts, designers, and data
analysts) in all stages of our work (e.g., analyzing films and data
videos to derive styles, deriving guidelines through expert inter-
views, and validating guidelines through a user study and a compar-
ative experiment). We hope our work could inspire future research
to enhance data storytelling by extending not only the disciplinary
depth but also the interdisciplinary breadth.
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